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Abstract 

          The new released 4G standard wireless communication reminds us that higher transmission data 

rate and more reliable service are required urgently. However, to fulfill the demand can face problems 

in a complex environment like mines. In this thesis, characterization of underground tunnel mines with 

the idea of combating intersymbol interference effect is presented. 

           Ray tracing simulation method is applied to characterize channel impulse response in different 

positions of an underground tunnel. From this channel impulse response, we can obtain how 

intersymbol interference affects different wireless systems. Intersymbol interference occurs due to 

multipath propagation of time dispersion channel. 

          Adaptive Equalization is the most effective way to compensate intersymbol interference. 

Adaptive filter adapts filter coefficients to compensate the channel so that the combination of the filter 

and channel offers a flat frequency response and linear phase. The bit error rate performance without 

using adaptive equalization is compared with using equalizer. Moreover, adaptive equalization 

approaches using RLS and LMS algorithms are compared with each other. The tradeoff between 

convergence rate, computation cost instability and ensemble averaged minimum squared errors are 

analyzed to determine how to select the optimum adaptive equalizer. 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 
            Wireless communication has grown rapidly recently and it is a requirement in many cases. 

More and more environments such as home, industry and underground tunnel use wireless equipments 

to get communication. Due to the unknown environments characteristics, it is necessary to simulate 

these environments and field study before set up the equipments. In this thesis, simulation model of 

underground tunnel is conducted. 

           Currently many measurements have been done on characterization of radio propagation channel 

for real underground tunnel environment [1]-[3]. However, it is of great importance to predict how 

specific underground tunnel structure can affect wireless communication. 

           Underground tunnel have some structural similarities to indoor environment. Long corridors, 

wide halls and intersections are the common structures in both environments. This suggests that 

software simulation of underground tunnel can use indoor propagation model. Since tunnel is a special 

environment with curved roof and many other obstacles, such as electrical wires and rough walls, so 

the structure is little difference from indoor environment. 

          However, the metal walls and concrete ground degrade received signal power and reduce the 

quality of the system. As a result of multipath propagation, the tunnel structure causes time dispersion 

in the signal. One of the most important impediments to high performance wireless communication 

system is intersymbol interference. The intersymbol interference is caused by time dispersion channel 

due to multiple propagation paths and is a major source of bit errors at the receiver output. It is a 

phenomenon that can be described as one of the transmitted symbol smears into the next symbol or 

more subsequent symbols, and it is hard for detection of the original sequence. To combat this 

undesired effect, an adaptive filter or equalizer at the receiver can be used to compensate the distortion 

in the channel. If the equalizer is exactly matched to the channel, the combination of the equalizer and 

channel turns out to be unit gain which means there is no inter symbol interference. Consequently, 

adaptive equalization can significantly improve the capacity and quality of the system. 
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1.2 Thesis Objective 

       The main objectives of the thesis can be summarized as follows: 

 

 Develop a simulation of tunnel environment. In the simulation, time dispersive parameters 

due to multipath propagation have to be obtained. If the channel time delay spread is larger 

than the symbol period (  ), the transmitted signal will suffer from ISI, the channel is called 

frequency selective channel.  

 Perform adaptive equalization methods on the receiver side to combat ISI in the frequency 

selective channel. The applied equalization techniques have to give almost the same bit 

sequence as the transmitted bit sequence. Two adaptive algorithms Least Mean Square (LMS) 

and Recursive Least Square (RLS) are used in the equalization. Additionally, two variants are 

analyzed which are equalizer length and algorithm factors. 

 

 

1.3 Project Procedures 

 

          The project is based on existing real measurement conducted in the underground tunnel in 

Kiruna, North of Sweden. The measurement results include multipath and coverage of radio frequency 

signals. Furthermore, the data are analyzed to get power delay profile and RMS delay.  

 

          Firstly, an advanced software tool called Wireless Insite is applied to obtain theoretical results, 

by using this platform it is able to visualize the received power pattern of different propagation paths 

in the specific channel. The main advantage of implementing radio communication system in such 

software is achievement of high accuracy. The software applies physic-based propagation models in 

rural, urban and indoor environments. However, the underground tunnel environment can be evaluated 

as indoor environment; this is due to the similarities between the two environments. Several steps are 

set up before running the simulations, such as edit floor plan for the tunnel walls, material properties 

of obstacle objects, and curved roofs, as well as define the antennas height and transmission power, 

specify the transmitter and receiver locations. Finally, the complex impulse response of channels and 

power delay profile in the specific tunnel will be obtained. Those simulation results will be compared 

with experimental measurements. 
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                        Figure 1.1 Simulation block diagram of underground tunnel mines 

 

          Secondly, the results from the simulation will be applied to MATLAB. The simulation block 

can be displayed as figure above figure1.1. As it shows, random bits are generated first, then after bit 

to symbol mapping, a set of QPSK symbols are upsampled M times. In the radio communication 

channel, the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added to the signal before sending to the 

receiver side. The distorted signal will be equalized in different methods. The adaptive equalizer 

impulse response should be reverse of channel impulse response in order to mitigate the ISI. The 

capability of equalizer is training and tracking the fading channel, using algorithm to adapter the filter 

weights, so the output would closely followed a delayed version of the transmitted signal. After that, 

the bit error rate (BER) with equalization will be compared with bit error rate without equalization. 

Two variants which are the number of weight taps and equalization factors are concerned to get the 

lowest bit error rate. 

 

1.4 Thesis outline 

          Chapter 2 provides theoretical background of time dispersive parameters and adaptive 

equalization methods. Chapter 3 shows the simulation results of power delay profile, BER 

evaluation of different equalization methods. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 present conclusions from 

the result and propose some discussion about the work. 
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2 Theory 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

          During the last decade, large numbers of tunnel companies have been invested in modern 

wireless communication systems in order to increase the productivity and remote processes. Remote 

monitoring and arising applications of cellular phone technology are great of interest. Those require 

data and voice transmission at very high speed. When the mobile equipment are been used from the 

tunnel to the ground, the RF communications are important since it can improve operational efficiency 

and worker safety [4]. The simulation and prediction of the wireless communication system in the 

specific tunnel environment require accurate channel modeling to determine the maximum achievable 

data rate, efficient modulation schemes and required receiver filters.  

         A major problem encountered in the tunnel environment is intersymbol interference which 

caused by multipath propagation of frequency selective channel. And it is very common in wireless 

communication system. More specifically, it is one symbol smears into the next symbol in such a way 

that the received signal has very high bit error rate probability. The main problem is the transmission 

energy, which we wish to confine one symbol from leaking into the other symbols. So slowing down 

data rate might control the emergency of ISI as the transmission energy is minimized. But as faster 

chips came and transmission speeds increasing considerably in the new century, it is forever high bit 

rate demand from the beginning. Lately 4G has been scheduled for release in the last year. The 

demands for high bit rate combined with lowest received BER introduces the need for smart and 

efficient technologies to mitigate ISI. 

             Adaptive equalization techniques have been developed rapidly since last 1970s for the high 

speed transmission over wireless channels to combat ISI. Equalization, as the name implies, equalize 

the smeared received symbols and recover the distorted signal. The main operation mechanism is that 

it gives inverse impulse response of the channel so that the combination of the channel and equalizer 

gives a flat frequency response and linear phase. The adaptive filter is different from other filter as the 

filter coefficients changes every moment to adapt with the channel. For every kind of equalizer, there 

are different algorithms available. 

             This chapter contains theoretical background of channel modeling and adaptive equalization 

techniques can be used in the tunnels. 
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2.2 Small-scale fading channels 

            

            In wireless communication systems, the propagation factors that affect the strength of the 

received signals are path loss, large-scale fading, and small-scale fading. Large-fading is a kind of 

signal attenuation mechanisms that due to motion over large areas, such as hills, forests, billboards, 

buildings. Small-scale fading is according to those tiny changes such as signal amplitude and phase. It 

is a consequence of multipath propagation with time varying channel. The multipath propagation 

arises from the reflections from the objects such as tunnel roof and walls, scatters from objects such as 

road lamps and diffractions at the edges of the intersection walls. Hence, these cause signals arrives at 

destination with several components of phase and amplitudes. Only small-scale fading is discussed 

here. 

          As a matter of fact, there are different types of small-scale fading. Based on multipath time 

delay spread; it leads to time dispersion and frequency selective fading. In the other case, based on 

Doppler spread, it leads to frequency dispersion and time selective fading. Those two occasions are 

independent from each other. The overall small-scale fading effect is presented in figure 2.1. 

          Fading effects due to multipath time delay spread are divided into two kinds: flat fading and 

frequency selective fading. As each path have delay, introducing time delay spread of the received 

signal. The channel can be characterized by impulse response. Channel impulse response reveals every 

path with certain delay. The time difference between the first received signal and the last signal is 

maximum excess delay   , and the time period at which the symbols are transmitted is symbol 

period   . The channel is said to be frequency selective if      . On the other hand, if      , it is 

called flat channel. 

         Fading effects due to relative motion between transmitter and receiver corresponds to time 

variant fading. The channel is said to be time variant channel. According to the relations between 

channel coherence time and symbol period, there are two kinds of time variant channels, slow fading 

and fast fading. The coherence time is related to the Doppler spread of the channel. When the receiver 

starts moving, the speed causes a shift in the transmitted signal frequency along each path. So that 

propagation paths have different phase. This shift is called Doppler spread and reflects how the 

relative velocity changes between transmitter and receiver. [5]. 
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                                Figure 2.1 Global view of small-scale fading [5] 

 

        

             As we can see, the relation between the channel parameters and signal parameters determines 

which type of small-scale fading it is. In this thesis, only frequency selective fading over linearly time 

invariant channel is considered to analyze the ISI cancellation. ISI is unavoidable and will introduce 

bit errors. In order to understand deeply about the channel parameters and signal parameters, the next 

section will discuss more about it.       

       

2.3 Frequency selective channels 

 

       The signal parameters have great importance related with channel parameters. Before 

introductions about channel parameters, two signal parameters: symbol rate and bit rate are introduced.  

      A symbol is sent by a transmitter on a fixed channel with known symbol rate, the receiving 

device has the responsibility to detect the symbol sequence. In the digital communications, symbol 

rate is known as baud or modulation rate, which is the number of symbol changes per second. The 

symbol rate    is inverse of symbol period    . Symbol period    can be directly measured as time 

between transitions by looking into an eye diagram of an oscilloscope. One symbol can be seen as one 

or several bits of data. Different modulation methods determine the bits number per symbol. For 

example, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation uses 2 bits per symbol, and it transmits 
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twice symbol rate compared with binary phase shift keying (BPSK). 8PSK modulation use 4 bits per 

symbol. 

            Bit rate is the number of bits that are processed per unit of time; it is measured using the bit per 

second (bit/s or bps) .In binary modulation, the carrier signal has two states, and only one bit can be 

transmitted in each symbol. In this case, bit rate is equal to symbol rate. BPSK modulation carrier has 

same frequency but in two different phases either in 0 or 180 degrees.  

           The transmitted signal experiences differences in attenuation, delay and phase shift when 

travelling from the transmitter and receiver. The impulse response      of a channel is a useful 

characterization of the system; the output signal can be computed as input convolution with the 

channel impulse response. The multipath channel can be modeled as a linear filter with a complex 

baseband impulse response [6].  An impulse response of baseband channel consists a general number 

of impulses, each impulse characterize phase, amplitude and delay. But when the number of paths is 

really high, it puts a burden on the computational complexity. 

           In a time-invariant frequency selective discrete time channel, a complete characterization of 

complex baseband impulse response is given by: 

                  

                                             ∑                                                                            (2.1) 

 

          In formula 2.1,    represents real amplitude attenuation factor,       represents a linear phase 

shift induced by reflections of scatters, and    is the time delay of the kth path in the channel with 

respect to the first arriving component.   is Dirac delta function with unit impulse. Using 

trigonometric relations, it is possible to write (2.1) as: 

 

                                        ∑                                                                     (2.2) 

 

         In the simulation, the channel power impulse response is quantized into bins each has the same 

time delay widths. The Dirac function will turn into column vectors represents a range of symbols 

with equal spacing. The time delay difference between each bin is equal to the maximum delay spread 

multiply by the number of paths. 

         For small-scale fading, power delay profile (PDF) is found by taking spatial average of channel 

impulse response      (formula 2.3). Channel parameters such as mean excess delay, RMS delay 

spread, and maximum excess delay are quantified from PDP: 

 

                                                               |       | ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅                                                             (2.3) 
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                                       Figure 2.2 Power delay profile of a frequency selective channel 

       

      

     Power delay profile shows the time distribution of the received power from a channel impulse 

response.  It is very useful to analyze intersymbol interference. See figure 2.2. When the maximum 

delay spread is higher than symbol period, ISI occurs. 

 

 

Mean Excess Delay 

 

     Mean excess delay  ̅ is the first moment of the power delay profile and can be expressed by: 

 

                                                       ̅  
∑         

∑       
                                                        (2.4) 

 

     Where    is the k-th multipath component, and P (  ) is the relative received power.   

 

RMS Delay Spread 

 

         The root-mean-square delay (RMS delay) is one of the most important parameter for the delay 

of multipath channel .It is the square root of the second moment of the power delay profile which can 

be defined as: 
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                                                    √
∑        

 
 
∑       

   ̅                                                (2.5)                             

 

   Typical values of RMS delay spread are on the order of nanoseconds (ns) in indoor propagation 

model. To make it more sense, every delay components are taken relative to the first arriving detected 

signal, as well as the power level.  Some authors believe that symbol time should be at least 10 times 

larger than the RMS delay to avoid ISI, some others think it should be 5 times larger [7][8].  

 

Maximum Excess Delay (X dB) 

 

   The maximum excess delay (X dB) is the time delay that multipath energy falls to X dB below the 

maximum. It is above a defined threshold and can be express as: 

 

                                                                                                                         (2.6) 

 

Where      is the delay of the path which has strongest signal power, and      is the path delay 

with X dB below the strongest signal power.  And it only makes sense when the threshold is defined. 

 

Coherence Bandwidth (BW) 

  

        The previously described delay spread characterize channel in time domain, it is possible to 

obtain equivalent description of channel in the frequency domain which is coherence bandwidth. 

Coherence bandwidth is the range of frequencies over which two frequency components have a strong 

potential for amplitude correlation. 

         If the definition based on bandwidth over which the frequency correlation function is above 0.9, 

the coherence bandwidth is:           

                       

                                           
 

    
                                                                     (2.7) 

 

    If the definition based on bandwidth over which the frequency correlation function is above 0.5, 

the coherence bandwidth is: 

 

                                                 
 

   
                                                                              (2.8) 
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  Coherence bandwidth is a useful indication about the frequency variation of the channel. If 

channel bandwidth is much wide than signal bandwidth, the received signal will undergo flat fading, 

which the amplitude of the received signal will change, but the spectrum will be preserved. If the 

channel bandwidth is much narrow than signal bandwidth, the received signal will undergo frequency 

selective fading.  

 

2.4 Modulation Techniques 

 

          Three basic types of digital modulation techniques are Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK), 

Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK), and Phase-Shift Keying (PSK). A sine carrier wave which has three 

different parameters that can be varied travels through the channel, and all the three techniques vary a 

parameter of them. In MPSK, to transmit bit 0, the phase of the sinusoid is shifted by 180 degree. M 

stands for the order of the modulation. M quantized levels of 2π are used to create a variety of PSK 

modulation. M=2 makes  BPSK, M=4 makes QPSK. QPSK sends two bits per symbol, when BPSK 

sends one bit per symbol. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                                                                                                       

 

 

                                                      

                                           Figure 2.3 QPSK symbol constellations 

 

          A sinusoid can go through a maximum of 2π phase change in PSK. QPSK is represented by 

complex baseband signal on the real branch and imaginary branch. The real branch is called in-phase 

branch and imaginary branch is called quadrature branch. It is shows in figure 2.3. 
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Bits Pattern Phase Offset 

       10       45
ο 

       00     135
ο
 

       01     225
ο
 

       11     315
ο
 

                                                

                                                  Table2.1: bits mapped to QPSK symbols 

 

          The QPSK constellation above shows that transmitted bits are mapped to four signal alternatives 

by Gray coding. The four bit patterns are according to four phase offset that range from 0 to 2π (table 

2.1). 

                                   

 

 

            

 

                                        

 

                                              Figure2.4 Communication system model 

 

           As figure 2.4 shows, as the symbols      are transmitted through the channel, the additive white 

Gaussian noise (AWGN)      is introduced.  So the received signal      is expressed as: 

                                                      

                                                                                                                                 (2.9) 

 

            Where * denotes convolution. After that, the received signal is mapped to bits and compared 

with the transmitted bits. 

 

Generating AWGN 

 

            In all the wireless communication system, the generation of additive Gaussian white noise with 

zero mean and unit variance is required to simulate the effect of noise in the receivers. Usually the 

noise is scaled depending on the signal power to obtain a desired signal to noise ratio (SNR).      

(energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio) is a normalized SNR measure, it can be called as 

SNR per bit. The noise spectral density is in units of watts per hertz. In QPSK modulation scheme, as 

one symbol transmits two bits, SNR is two times of that in the BPSK. 
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        Assume a sampled system covers a bandwidth W between -fs/2 and fs/2, fs is the sampling 

frequency. Let b denotes number of bits per symbol, Ms denotes number of samples per symbol,   is 

bit duration,    is sampling period,   
 is signal power. For real signal the power spectral density is 

    , the noise power   
  is 

                                            

                                                             
 =

  

 
 =

  

 
                                                               (2.10) 

       

                                                          
  

  
 

  
   

   
    

               (2.11) 

 

       Put noise power from formula (2.10) into formula (2.11), we can get a simpler relation between 

signal power and noise power. 

                                 

                                                            
  

  
     

        
 

  
   

         
     (2.12) 

 

        In order to decrease the ISI, upsampling is always applied to increase the sampling rate of a 

signal. Ms from the formula (2.12) is also called upsampling factor.  For a discrete signal, upsampling 

by a factor Ms means inserting Ms-1 zeros between each sample. It is interpolation process.       

       The channel distortion cause degradation of the digital signal, and bit error rate (BER) provides 

the actual performance of a system to be tested. As the name means, it is defined as the rate at which 

errors occur in the system. It is the number of errors divided by the total number of sent bits. 

 

 

                                                           
                

                          
                                      (2.13) 

            

        For different modulation schemes, the noise spectral density is different, as different number of 

bits is transmitted per symbol. Typical evaluation shows BER as a function of SNR. For high SNR, it 

should be meaningful that high SNR gives low BER. For an AWGN channel, the BER for the BPSK, 

QPSK and QAM are given by: 

 

                                                      

                                                            (√
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       The formula (2.14) is theoretical BER for AWGN case. If the BER curve has good agreement 

with the analytical result, that means no ISI exist. If not, equalization techniques have to be applied to 

mitigate the ISI. 

         

2.5 Adaptive Equalization 

            In signal processing technology, the term equalization can be used to describe any signal 

processing operation that mitigates ISI in time-dispersive channels. As delayed versions of 

transmission symbols interference with other symbols can be seen in the receivers, equalizers improve 

the receiver’s performance [9].  

 

2.5.1 General operation mode of adaptive equalizer 

 
            Training and tracking are the general operation of an adaptive equalizer. The training 

sequence is a shifted version of the original transmitted symbols. Following this training sequence 

immediately, the user data is sent and the adaptive equalizer use specific algorithm to evaluate the 

time dispersive channel, estimate filter coefficients to compensate the channel distortions. The 

function of training sequence is to allow receiver to obtain stable state when the worst case happen 

like long time delay spread or fast velocity, so that after iteration of data have been sent, the filter 

coefficients are almost optimal values. 

            After user data have been received, the algorithm tracks the changing channel. So the adaptive 

equalizer is continuously changing its filter characteristics over time. To get fastest convergence, 

Recursive Least Square (RLS) is the optimal algorithm. Faster convergence means less sequence is 

used during the training to get the minimum error power.  

           Each time when a new data block has been received, the same training sequence is used [10]. 

Equalizer is usually implemented at the baseband in the receiver. Since the baseband complex envelop 

expression can be used to represent band pass waveform [11]. The channel impulse response, 

demodulated signal and adaptive equalizer algorithm are usually simulated and implemented at 

baseband [12].        

           As from the formula (2.9), the transmitted signal is     , and the received signal      is fed into 

equalizer. Assume the complex baseband impulse response of a transversal filter equalizer is given by 

 

                                                       f (t) =∑                                                                     (2.15) 
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        In which    are the equalizer coefficients. T is the equalization delay; the adaptive equalizer 

has p taps which are complex multipliers, called weights. So the output of the equalizer is  ̂    

  

                                                  ̂                                          (2.16) 

          

          The desired output of the equalizer is the transmitted signal     , in order to let  ̂    equals to 

s(t), assume that noise signal       , actually this is not practical but it is doing here to simplify the 

calculations.   

 

                                                                                      (2.17) 

 

          Taking Fourier transform of the formula above, we can see that the frequency response of the 

equalizer is an inverse of the channel frequency response. That means the equalizer enhances the 

frequency components with small amplitudes and attenuates the strong frequencies in the received 

frequency spectrum in order to provide a flat, linear phase response. Equalizer is an inverse filter of 

the channel. 

          Generally, there are two types of adaptive filters, linear and nonlinear filters. This classification 

depends on if the output of the adaptive equalizer is used for subsequent control of the equalizer. If the 

output is not used in the feedback path to adapter the equalizer, the equalization is linear. On the other 

hand, if the output is fed back to change the subsequent outputs of the equalizer, the equalization is 

non-linear.  

          The most common equalizer structure is linear transversal equalizer. It is made up of tapped 

delay lines with the tapings spaced a symbol period apart. The impulse response of a linear filter 

determines the filter performance, and we classify filters into finite impulse response (FIR) filter and 

infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. The FIR filter has only feed forward taps, and IIR filter has both 

feed forward and feedback taps. The FIR filter is the most practical and widely used type, the reason is 

stable. IIR filter is unstable when used in channels where the strongest pulse arrives after an echo 

pulse; they are rarely used.  

         The transversal filter is known as the simplest type of linear FIR filter. In such an equalizer, the 

current and past values of the received signals are linearly weighted by the filter coefficient and 

summed to produce the output. Three non-linear methods have been developed which offer 

improvements over linear equalization techniques and are used in most 2G and 3G systems. These are 

Decision Feedback Equalization (DFE), Maximum Likelihood Symbol Detection, and Maximum 

Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE). Only linear equalizer is considered here. This kind of filter 

is most widely used. A basic linear equalizer with more specific inner structure is described below to 

understand more how it works. 
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                     Figure 2.5 A basic linear equalizer during training [15] 

      

       In figure 2.5, where n is used to denote a discrete time index. The input signal      depends 

upon the instantaneous state of the radio channel. The equalizer weights are updated continuously by 

the adaptive algorithm which is controlled by the error signal     . A training sequence      is 

inserted into the output of the equalizer to compare with  ̂   . The error signal     =      ̂   . 

The adaptive algorithm is used to minimize error signal. 

          The output of the adaptive equalizer  ̂    is the multiplication of weight vector       and input 

signal vector     : 

 

                                       ̂ (n)=∑       
                                                                             (2.18) 

                                                           

         Where        is the kth filter coefficient at time n, for k=0, 1,... p. and input vector      

                        . Weight vector is   =                      . Equation (2.18) can 

be simplified as:                                                                     

 

                                     ̂ (n)=         =                                                                            (2.19)                    

  

          So error signal can be write as: 

 

                                                      =                                                     (2.20)                            

 

        To get the mean square error|    | , equation (2.20) is squared to obtain: 
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                    |    | =                                                                         (2.21) 

 

        Taking expected value of |    | : 

 

                  |    |  =                                                                  

                                  =       ]                                                                      (2.22) 

 

         Where              is the input autocorrelation      ,              is the cross correlation 

       of desired response and input. These two parameters are useful in the subsequent algorithm 

analysis.          

         The implementation of an adaptive filter is minimizing mean square error (MSE) to find a set of 

optimum filter coefficients. Since it is     that allows the filter to measure its performance and 

determine how the filter coefficients should be modified, without      the filter would not be able to 

adapt. MSE is one of the most important qualification that how good equalizer works [14][15].  

        However, the design of shift varying filter is much more difficult than the design of a shift-

invariant Wiener filter, since the time is changing, for each value of n, a set of filter coefficients are 

necessary to find. A weight correction       is introduced for the filter coefficients       at time n to 

form a new set of coefficients        at time n+1, the update equation would be: 

 

                                                                                                                               (2.23) 

 

           This update equation is the main mechanism of adaptive filter that how this correction 

performed, and the estimation would need to be updated continuously to make sure that the mean 

square error is decreasing. The key component of adaptive filter is the set of algorithm. But whatever 

the algorithm is, the adaptive filter should satisfy the following properties: (1) In a stationary 

environment, the adaptive filter     converges to the Wiener-Hopf equation solutions, (2) The 

statistics of autocorrelation and crosscorrelation are not required , but the indirect estimation of these 

statistics to compute      . (3) For nonstationary signals, the tracking ability of the filter should be 

applied to adapt the time vary changing statistics. 

           Effective equalizer provides smaller value of MSE, so thus bit error rate. This is easy to 

understand. Suppose that      is a zero mean Gaussian distributed, then the MSE is the variance of 

the error signal, if MSE is minimized, there is less perturbation in the output signal, which means the 

output is more likely to be detected as the transmission signal [16]. 
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2.5.2 Adaptive algoritm 

 
         A wide range of algorithms have been developed to update the linear equalizer coefficients and 

track the channel variations. A deeply consideration has to be taken before using equalization. Various 

factors determine how to choose the best performance for the filter [15]: 

 

 Rate of convergence is defined as required iteration numbers for the algorithm, in response to 

the stationary inputs, to converge close enough to the optimum solution. A fast rate of 

convergence allows the algorithm to adapt rapidly to a stationary environment of unknown 

statistics. It enables the algorithm to track statistical variations when operating in a non-

stationary environment. 

 Misadjustment provides a measure of the amount by which the final value of the mean square 

error, averaged over an ensemble of adaptive filters, deviates from the optimal minimum mean 

square error. 

 To obtain robustness, small disturbances can only result in small estimation errors. The 

disturbances may arise from a variety of factors, internal or external to the filter. 

 Computation complexity is the number of operations required to make complete iteration of 

the algorithm. The memory size required to store the data and program. The investment 

required to program the algorithm on a computer. 

 Structure refers to the structure of information flow in the algorithm and determines the 

manner in which it is implemented in hardware form. 

 Numerical Properties is an inherent characteristic of an adaptive filtering algorithm. 

Numerical accuracy is determined by the number of bits used in the numerical representation 

of data samples and filter coefficients. An adaptive algorithm is said to be numerically robust 

when it is insensitive to variations in the word length used in its digital implementation 

 

   Two classic equalizer algorithms are discussed below, the least mean square (LMS) algorithm, 

and the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm. They are primitive for most of today’s wireless 

standards; they provide optimum performance of the algorithm design and operation. 

 

Least Mean Square (LMS) Algorithm 

                  

            The LMS algorithm is an approximation of the steepest descent algorithm. As we know from 

the update equation that a correction       is added to bring      closer to       , Define the 

quadratic function     : 
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                                                        =E{|    | }                                                                        (2.24) 

   

      The quadratic function is a three dimension bowl shape surface, which depicts that how weight 

vectors converge close to the optimum solution at different time, the lowest point of the bowl would 

be the optimum sets of coefficients as the correction involves taking step of size in the direction of 

maximum descent down the quadratic error surface. This direction is given by the gradient vector 

     , which takes partial derivatives of      with respect to      . 

      From the mean square error formula (2.23), the solution of quadratic function would be setting 

the gradient vector equal to zero,        . After some rearrangement, we can get: 

 

                         ∑       {             }   {           }
 
                                (2.25)  

 

  This formula may be expressed as follows: 

                         

                                                                                                                                (2.26) 

 

   The       is a (p+1) by (p+1) input autocorrelation matrix of     . And     is crosscorrelation 

vector between      and     . Assuming that     and     are jointly wide sense stationary 

processes, then the coefficient      converges to        {    }    
     . This solution is called 

Wiener-Hopf equation. The weight vector update equation for LMS algorithm becomes: 

                       

                                                                                                                  (2.27) 

 

   Where   is called step size. The choice of step size   depends on the error function surface. The 

step size affects the rate at which the weight vector moves down the quadratic surface and must be 

positive number. Negative value for   would move weight vector up the quadratic surface and would 

result in an increase in the error. 

        For very small step size, the correction       is small and movement down the quadratic surface 

is slow, as step size increases, the rate of movement will increase. However, there is a limit on how 

large this rate will be, otherwise the trajectory of      turns out to be unstable and unbounded, the 

coefficients do not converge to fixed values but oscillate. 

   One independent assumption is made that input data and LMS weight vector are statistically 

independent; many analysis reveal that the step size upper bound for stable behavior has to be:  

  

                                                                   
 

    
                                                         (2.28) 
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   where      is the maximum eigenvalue of the tap input autocorrelation matrix   . Although for 

stationary processes the steepest descent adaptive filter converges to the Wiener-Hopf equation when 

formula (2.28) is satisfied, this is not enough and not useful in the application as this requires    has to 

be known, the same as     has to be known to compute the gradient vector. In most cases, these values 

are unknown and must be estimated from data. It is not wise to compute an estimate of    and its egen 

value.  

   Approximate            ,        is the trace of matrix   , the sum of the elements on its 

diagonal. If x(n) is wide sense stationary, then    is Toeplitz and the trace becomes    

   {|    | }. Equation (2.28) may be replaced by: 

 

                                                              
 

      {|    | }
                                                 (2.29) 

  

    {|    | } is more easily to estimated since it represents the power of the input at current time. 

Hence, the upper bound for step size depends on the signal power. If the step size satisfies this 

condition, a plot of      versus n is referred to as the learning curve w`hich depicts how rapidly the 

adaptive filter learns the solution to the Wiener-Hopf equation [16]. 

         

Recursive least squares (RLS) Algorithm 

 

 

           In contrast to the LMS algorithm, RLS algorithm uses all the past input samples to estimate the 

inverse autocorrelation matrix of the input vector. As from formula (2.24) that the MSE are estimated 

using instantaneous values, this approach may not provide sufficiently rapid rate of convergence. 

Alternatively, to consider error measure that does not include expectations, MSE is replaced by least 

square error: 

 

                                                             ∑     |    |  
                                                       (2.30) 

 

       Where λis an exponential forgetting factor, which decrease the influence of the past input 

samples. The error signal      is computed for all times that       using the current filter 

coefficient   : 

  

                                                                 
                                                              (2.31) 

 

        The error is the estimated at time i using latest filter coefficient set, which assumes that the 

weights are held constant over the entire observation interval (0,n). When       , the influence of 

past error values decays exponentially. 
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         Minimizing least square error in the RLS is different from minimizing MSE. However, as we 

know, minimizing MSE produces the same filter coefficient set for all the sequence that have the same 

statistics, which means the coefficients depend on ensemble average of the incoming data. On the 

other hand, minimizing least square error depends on specific value of input, which means for 

different signals different filters are obtained. Different realization of      and      will lead to 

different solutions. Eventually, the filter coefficients that minimize the least square error will be 

optimal for given data rather than statistically optimal over a particular class of process. 

        To find the coefficient that minimizing least square error, it is the same procedure that set the 

derivative of      with respect to    equals to zero. It turns out that the weight vector equation is 

concisely Wiener-Hopf equation as formula (2.26), but       will be a (p+1) by (p+1) exponentially 

weighted deterministic autocorrelation matrix  

 

                                                ∑                
                                                          (2.32)      

 

        To find out the coefficient vector, the inverse of       needs to be defined as         
    . 

The following equations show the calculation steps of      : 

 

                                                                                                                             (2.33) 

 

                                              
 

           
                                                                        (2.34) 

 

                                            
 

 
                                                                     (2.35) 

                                            

           Where      is filtered information vector which is used to calculate the gain vector         

     is the solution to the linear equations that                , it can also be written as      

         .      is called priori error. 

 

                                                             .                                                           (2.36) 

 

           The priori error occurs when filter coefficients are not well updated. If the filter coefficients are 

closer to optimal values, priori error is small. If the filter coefficients are far away from optimal values, 

priori error is large. Using the above equations, the weight update coefficients vector may be 

expressed as:  

 

                                                                                                                         (2.37) 
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         Equations (2.32), (2.33), (2.34), (2.35), and (2.36) form exponentially weighted recursive least 

squares algorithm. Since RLS algorithm involves recursive updating the vector      and inverse 

autocorrelation matrix     , initial conditions for both terms are required.  

     

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                  (2.38)      

    

             Where   is a small positive constant, I is a unit matrix with dimension p by p, which p is the 

filter lengths. Without exponential weighting which means λ=1, RLS is called growing window RLS 

and performs badly in the non-stationary process. The reason is that all the squared errors from     

to     are equally weighted, but in the nonstationary process where statistics are changing rapidly in 

time, so it performs not very good in tracking nonstationary process. Although exponential weighting 

improves the tracking characteristics of RLS, it is not quite clear to choose forgetting factor. In the 

result part, BER versus      performance will give how to choose forgetting factor. 

        

 Comparison of computation cost between RLS and LMS 

 

         RLS converges much faster than LMS algorithm; this is due to the fact that the RLS filter 

whitens the input data by using the input data inverse correlation matrix，input is white with zero 

mean. This faster convergence rate is achieved by the expense of more computational complexity. 

Since for LMS the computation cost is 2p+3 multiplications and 2p+2 additions. The computation cost 

of RLS requires on the order of    operations instead of p operations. That is totally         

       times. We can see that RLS is computationally more complex than the LMS algorithm.        

 

2.6 Chapter summary 

         To summarize this chapter, it presents theoretical background of small-scale fading channel 

parameters and adaptive equalization methods to mitigate ISI effects in the multipath channel. In the 

first part of the theory, fading effects are introduced, the second part gives the channel parameters and 

signal parameters theory, the third part channel modeling and modulation skills are performed 

theoretically. Finally, the last section presents description of different adaptive equalization techniques 

combating ISI to improve the BER performance. 
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3 Process and Results 

 

3.1 Introduction 

          Wireless communication researches in the tunnels are not new topics, it can be said that the 

general use of wireless communications in undergrounds began in the first half of the last century. A 

complete tunnel communication system is not only consists of sending radio signals to the ground, but 

also includes in-gallery communications, therefore characteristics of radio propagation in the 

underground tunnels were studied as well [17]. Both theoretical approaches and empirical approaches 

have been attracted a significant attention because some unfortunate accidents due to the harsh 

communication. 

           In the empirical approaches, the safety restrictions and permissions have to be considered first 

in the underground tunnels. And the inner structure which includes the size of the tunnel and the rough 

wall material coefficients are also parts of considerations. With the increase in demand for high-data 

rate communications and more need for high reliability communications, interference problem must be 

handled. So, planning new wireless applications in the tunnel environment and choosing right 

transmission data rate to prevent ISI problem have to be done. In order to deal with the interference 

problem, channel characterization must be performed. 

           In this thesis, industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands are used to test the 

electromagnetic propagation. ISM is reserved internationally for the use of radio frequency (RF) 

energy for industrial, scientific and medical purposes. Three frequencies from 433MHz, 1890MHz and 

2450MHz are designed as transmission frequencies in order to see how they affect the multipath 

propagation. And analysis also combined with Line of Sight (LOS) and Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) 

occasions to see the results of time dispersion parameters. The distance between the transmitter and 

receiver is simulated in a range of values to check how it is relate to the time delay spread. 

          The intersymbol interference is one of the major obstacles in the communication issues. And it 

is caused by time dispersion channel characteristic of the multipath propagation. Equalization can be 

used to compensate the channel distortions. Two effective algorithms are used to improve the 

communication performance. In this part, MATLAB simulation will use modulation technique and 

combine channel with the equalizer together to mitigate ISI. In the end, two types of applied 

algorithms will be compared according to three factors: rate of convergence, computation complexity 

and stability. 
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3.2 Environment description 

           Before the thesis was carried out, real time dispersion measurement in the tunnel was conducted 

by EMI research project. An underground tunnel in the north of Sweden provides the environment for 

these measurements. The wireless coverage and multipath of radio frequency signal are measured 

using vector network analyzer (VNA), a pair of antennas, and one computer with MALAB software to 

control the process. Antennas are placed at different distances from 3 meters to 35 meters. There are 

two tunnels, one narrow tunnel of 4.2 meters wide and another wide tunnel of 15 meters wide. Using 

low attenuation cable, VNA sends a tone to the transmitting antenna and the tone is swept over a 

defined frequency band. Receiving antenna captures the changes of magnitude and phase in the 

frequency band, and these changes are detected and stored by the VNA.    

          With MATLAB, a graphic user interface (GUI) application is implemented to set different 

measurements parameters to the VNA. Once the channel frequency response is measured in VNA, the 

VNA sends this information to computer. The computer will use inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

to get channel impulse response, then the power delay profile can be obtained, as well as RMS delay 

spread. Figure 3.1 shows a photograph of the underground tunnels with two passages: wide tunnel and 

narrow tunnel. 

 

 

                     

 

               Figure 3.1 Picture from the underground tunnels in Kiruna, Sweden. Narrow tunnel is on the left, wide 

tunnel is on the right. 
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                                Figure 3.2 Grid for measurements in the tunnel. 

 

          In the figure 3.1, the height of each tunnel is around 4.5 meters. In order to simulate line of sight 

and non-line of sight conditions, transmitter 1 is located in the middle of conjunction of the two 

tunnels, and transmitters 2 and 3 are placed in the beginning of the tunnels respectively (figure 3.2). 

The receivers are placed forming a grid of points in order to obtain a distribution power profile. The 

receiver antennas are positioned in grid with 0.5 meter between each receiver for each case. The 

antenna pairs are half dipole antennas, where each antenna has a height of 1.5 meters above the floor. 

The wall and roof are set up as metal materials. The waveform of the antenna is 1 MHz bandwidth. 

         

3.3 Ray-tracing simulation 

 

       Measurements were taken in ISM radio band, at 433 MHz, 1890 MHz, and 2450 MHz 

individually, at a separation distance between the transmitter and receiver of 6 meters and 24 meters 

for LOS and NLOS cases. 

       An electromagnetic modeling tool is used for predicting the effects of tunnel structure on the 

propagation of electromagnetic waves. It predicts how the locations of transmitters and receivers affect 

signal strength. Calculations are performed by transmitting and propagating rays through the tunnel. 

These rays interact with tunnel features and propagate towards to the receivers. The interactions 

include: reflection off the ground, reflection off the surface of a building face, diffraction off an edge 
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of a building, transmission through a wall. The rays are combined and evaluated at receiver to 

determine the signal characteristics, such as delay, delay spread, impulse response [18]. 

 

                   

 

                                        Figure 3.3 Simulated ray propagation paths in the wide tunnel. 

 

        Ray propagation path for a transmitter to receiver pair is shown in figure 3.3. Radio signal from 

transmitter 2 reaches receiver antenna by many paths with different power. Indoor propagation is 

chosen, a floor plan editor is used to generate the geometry, which includes the wall of the tunnels, 

ceilings, obstacles. The material of each structure is defined. The virtual transmitter points, receiver 

positions and antenna waveforms have to be designed in a similar manner to the measurement 

locations. 

 

        

                                                        Narrow  tunnel (LOS) 

                     RMS delay                 Maximum delay 

    measured        simulated        measured      simulated 

6m 433 MHz       12-15 ns        10-13 ns          40-50 ns       40-45ns 

6m1890 MHz        4-8 ns         4-6 ns         30-40 ns       30-35ns 

6m 2450 MHz        2-6 ns         2-3 ns         20-30 ns       20-25ns 

 

    Table 3.1.The RMS delay and maximum delay measured and simulated of the narrow tunnel for LOS case. 
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       Table 3.1 shows the RMS delay spread and maximum delay spread values obtained from the 

measurements and simulations for line of sight in the narrow tunnel. The simulation results have the 

same behavior as the measurement. The distance between transmitter and receiver is fixed at 6 meters. 

As the frequency increases, the RMS delay and maximum delay spread decreases. And maximum 

delay spread is approximately five times of the RMS delay. The measurement results and simulation 

results of minimum RMS delay are 2 ns. For indoor environment, the RMS delay spread is between 

1ns and 100ns. The maximum delay spread is below 50 ns. 

          

                                                                 Wide tunnel (NLOS) 

                        RMS delay                        Maximum delay 

       measured         simulated         measured          simulated 

15 m 433 MHz        18-32 ns         18-20 ns        80-100 ns         90-95 ns 

12 m 1890 MHz        15-23ns                15-18ns          60-80 ns         65-70 ns 

12 m 2450 MHz        _______         10-13ns          ______         60-65 ns 

 

     Table 3.2 The RMS delay and maximum delay measured and simulated of the wide tunnel for NLOS case. 

  

       Table 3.2 shows RMS delay spread and maximum delay spread values obtained from the 

measurements and simulations for non-line-of-sight in the wide tunnel. The simulation results agree 

with the measurement results. In this case, RMS delay is larger than the line of sight case. This is due 

to more arriving rays at the receiver lead to larger RMS delay. Another reason can be explained as 

there are less metallic walls which absorbed less power. The minimum RMS delay spread is around 10 

ns. The maximum delay spread is below 100 ns. 

       Measured and simulated power delay profiles for the line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight situations 

are shown in the figure 3.4 and figure 3.5. The measurements and simulations are based on the wide 

tunnel at frequency 1890 MHz with distance 12 meters. The simulations and the measured results are 

almost the same. The peak ray arrives at 45 ns in the line-of-sight case, where the peak ray arrives at 

70 ns in the non-line of sight case. The RMS delay for the NLOS is larger than the LOS, the time 

interval for LOS is 40 ns and the time interval for NLOS is twice. This is due to more reflections 

between the transmitter and receiver. But as more reflections, more power absorbed by the walls, so 

the RMS delay for the NLOS is not much larger than LOS. 
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Figure 3.4 PDP extracted from measurement (left) and simulation (right) in the wide tunnel with 12m distance at 

the frequency 1890 MHz for LOS.  

 

  

 

Figure 3.5 PDP extracted from measurement (left) and simulation (right) in the wide tunnel with 12m distance at 

the frequency 1890 MHz for NLOS.  
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     Figure3.6. Distribution of RMS delay spread in the receiver grid obtained from narrow tunnel simulation at 

frequency 2450MHz for LOS. 

 

          Figure 3.6 shows a simulated distribution of the RMS delay spread in the narrow tunnel at 

frequency 2450MHz for line-of-sight case. We can observe that RMS delay spread decreases with the 

frequency increasing, and it increases with the distance in a range of several ns. This statement also 

has been published by some researchers and related in their publications [18].  

         All the multipath components arrive in an interval of 50 ns for LOS and an interval of 100 ns for 

NLOS. The multipath components do not arrive really late, this is due to the characteristics of the 

environment, as there is reflection from the walls, floor and ceiling, and no walls on the back give 

short delay spread.                                     

         In the wide tunnel, the maximum delay spread of the channel is around 100ns in the 

measurement. In this case, there will be intersymbol interference if the transmitted signal data rate is 

really high. But high data rate is popular topic. As we all know that, if the symbol period is smaller 

than channel delay spread, ISI occurs. Some authors consider an equalizer is required when the 

symbol time is smaller than 10 times of the RMS delay spread. 

         The next section equalization results are shown. The channel impulse response      used in the 

next section corresponds to the worst case: wide tunnel for the NLOS at 433 MHz, which gives 

maximum delay spread 100 ns. 
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3.4 Channel equalization 

           

           In wireless transmission, the best criterion to compare the equalizer performance is bit error 

rate (BER). Firstly, the results of BER evaluations without equalization and with equalization are 

shown. Furthermore, different algorithms are used based on the upsampling process to improve the 

BER performance, the BER plots after using different adaptive equalization methods are compared 

with each other. In the end, various factors that influence each adaptive equalization algorithm are 

concerned. In order to choose the best BER performance, a range of factor values are chosen to see the 

fluctuation of the algorithm. The optimum algorithm factor is considered in the final decision.        

           The simulated channel impulse response is selected according to the situation of wide tunnel at 

frequency 433 MHz with distance 20 meters for NLOS. The time delay spread is 100 ns. The channel 

impulse response consists of 25 different multipath components. Each path is one symbol, so symbol 

period is 4 ns. The phase should be normalized according to the first arriving path, and the power 

should be normalized according to the path with maximum power. So the channel complex vector can 

be easily got from the formula (2.2). 

          The BPSK and QPSK modulation procedure give symbols after generating random bits. After 

that, upsampling is applied to the symbols. Upsampling and oversampling are both effective ways to 

increase sampling rate, with slightly difference on the implementation method, upsampling inserts 

zero in the original sample stream. Upsampling factor equals to four means inserting three zeros 

between all samples, which means the number of samples per symbol   =4. The symbol period is 16 

ns. The figure 3.7 below shows BER curves of BPSK modulation and QPSK modulation after 

upsampling with different factors. 

 

  

                    Figure 3.7 BER plot of different upsampling factors for BPSK modulation (left) and QPSK 

modulation (right). 
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          The difference for these two modulations is BER curves of upsampling are closer to idea curve 

for BPSK. For both modulation schemes, it shows that when upsampling equals to four, the BER 

curve is far away from idea curve. This means symbol period is smaller compared with delay spread, 

and ISI occurs. After      , the result remains the same. It is concluded that when upsampling 

factor      , the ISI is eliminated. As the symbol period increases, the symbol rate    decreases. 

This is not expected in the beginning as high transmission data rate strongly required recently. 

Equalization techniques are required for reducing ISI. Equalization using training sequence and 

tracking unknown channel characteristics does improve the BER without changing the data rate.  

          But QPSK transmit two bits per symbol, which carries more information, so QPSK modulation 

is chosen for the next equalization part. Based on upsampling factor is 4, the received symbols will be 

sent to the equalizer to check the equalizer performance. The training sequence is using the shift 

version of whole transmitted sequence by 10 symbols delay. The equalizer length has to be larger than 

the channel characterization length. There are two algorithms which are RLS algorithm and LMS 

algorithm. Figure 3.8 shows that after equalization, the BER curve is closer to the ideal curve which 

means ISI is reduced. The more equalization curves get closer to the theoretical curve, the better the 

equalizer performance. Apparently, the RLS equalizer offers smaller error than the LMS equalizer. 

        However, it involves two factors to be considered: the weight number and algorithm factors. 

About RLS algorithm, it works best when the weight number is 35 and forgetting factor equals to 0.99. 

About LMS algorithm, as in the BER comparison figure 3.8 shows that it works best when the weight 

number is 35 and step size is 0.015.        

                               

                                                       

          
      Figure 3.8 BER plots over 5000 transmitted QPSK symbols for LMS algorithm equalization (left) and RLS 

algorithm (right) 

          

           From the figure 3.9, it can be seen that both algorithms have the same dependency between the 
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weight number vector length is too small compared with the channel coefficients, the equalizer weight 

coefficients are not able to compensate the distortion. It can be seen that at lower      value, BER 

remains the same when the weight number varying from 30 to 40, and at higher      value, BER 

changes considerably much when the filter length varying from 30 to 40. 

         However, the weight number has to be at least set as number of channel coefficients plus one. In 

the reality, it is money consuming to make long lengths filter and it is also makes computation more 

complexity, as all the input data has to sweep over the filter, if the filter length is too long, it takes long 

time to update the weight coefficients to the optimum values.  

 

       

                                                                      

                Figure3.9. BER versus adaptive filter length for LMS algorithm step size µ= 0.01(left) and RLS 

algorithm forgetting factor  =0.99(right).  

  

         It is important to choose step size for the LMS algorithm before using it. As formula (2.29) gives 

the upper bound of the step size, it should be chosen according to the input signal power. When 

     is fixed at 7dB, weight length is fixed at 35. Running the simulation of LMS algorithm gives the 

signal power     
       , so that maximum step size           . Which means   should be 

selected smaller than 0.034 in order to avoid instability. From figure 3.10, BER becomes maximum 

when step size reaches 0.03, which agrees with the upper bound theory. But when step size is too 

small, the convergence rate is too slow, so in order to incorporate tradeoff between convergence rate 

and numerical stability, step size          is selected to have the best performance. 

         For RLS algorithm, forgetting factor 𝝀 should be chosen from zero to one. However, the inverse 

of forgetting factor is a measure of the memory of the algorithm. If 𝝀 approaches zero, the past errors 

play smaller role in the total squares errors. So when 𝝀=0, all the past data have been totally forgot. 

For 𝝀 approaches to one, almost all the past errors are considered in the total squares error. It shows 

from the result that the optimum value for 𝝀 is 0.99, which means the RLS algorithm multiplies an 
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error value from 50 samples in the past by an attenuation factor             . It can be said that the 

RLS algorithm has infinite memory if 𝝀 approaches to one. All the error data can be given same 

consideration in the total error. In cases where there is a spurious input data symbol might produce 

error value, the forgetting factor lets RLS algorithm reduce the influence of it on the process by 

multiplying itself with the old data.  

 

 

       Figure 3.10 BER versus different algorithm factors for LMS algorithm (left) and RLS algorithm (right)    

     

         Compare the BER results of the two algorithm factors in the figure 3.10. Based on the same 

purpose to update the weight coefficients to the optimal values, they act in reverse way but have 

different results. Even though they all ranged from zero to one, the errors decrease as step size 

decreases and the errors decrease as forgetting factor increase. 

RLS algorithm has higher advantage since now as it gives lower BER. This can be explained as 

LMS algorithm considers only the current error value, where error value considered is the total 

weighted errors from the beginning to the current data point for RLS. Additionally, an exponential 

weighting factor plays significant role on determining how to treat the past data input to the algorithm. 

So in the end, an exponential weighted least squares error is estimated between the desired signal and 

the output. 

         Another essential parameter for determining how to choose an algorithm is looking at the 

learning curve, which depicts the speed of convergence to the minimum squares error. Figure 3.11 

below shows the learning curve of two algorithms with low value           and high value 

         .  
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              Figure 3.11. Learning curves of two algorithms for         (left) and          (right).  

              

         For low      on the right side of figure 3.11, it is hard to sort out which algorithm gives the 

faster convergence. As the rate of convergence is concerned, it can be seen that RLS and LMS 

perform in roughly the same manner. But for high      value on the left side of the figure, it is 

obviously that the RLS consistently achieves faster rate of convergence and smaller ensemble average 

squares error, the convergence of RLS is attained in about 70 iteration, approximately twice the 

number of equalizer taps. The convergence for LMS is about 700 iterations. RLS is an order of 

magnitude faster convergence than LMS. 

           The reason why RLS algorithm is faster can be explained as: RLS algorithm uses the inverse of 

the correlation matrix of the input vector in the initialization. So RLS has the effect of whitening the 

tap input by zero mean, and it uses less iteration time to lower the error power. For LMS, the applied 

step size is independent of the input data. But this advantage of faster convergence is lost when the 

signal to noise ratio is not high [19]. 

            

  

3.5 Chapter summary 

           In this chapter, the simulation results of time dispersion channel parameters are presented and 

compared with the measurement results in the underground tunnel. The power delay profile and RMS 

delay spread are obtained in different scenarios: narrow tunnel and wide tunnel. The complete 

simulations include LOS case and NLOS case, low transmission frequency and high transmission 

frequency, small distance and large distance from the transmitter to receiver. The effective ray-tracing 

simulation estimates the impulse response of the channel. The channel with long time delay spread 
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creates intersymbol interference effect. In the high data rate reality equalizer can be applied to solve 

the problem. The second part uses adaptive equalization to equalize the distorted receive signal. The 

BER curves without using equalization are compared with using equalization. Two methods are 

applied independently and compared with each other. The LMS algorithm uses step size to 

convergence the weight coefficients to optimum values. RLS algorithm uses forgetting factor update 

the weight coefficients. Weight number gives the best bit error rate is chosen. The equalizer 

performance is estimated according to different factors, such as convergence rate, computation 

complexity. 
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4  Conclusions and discussions 

 

4.1 Conclusions 

 
         For wireless communication in the underground tunnels, small-scale fading plays an important 

role in the tunnels. Due to the multipath propagation paths of the signal, the transmitted signal in the 

environment suffers power attenuations and delays.  This will be very hard for receiver on the other 

side to detect the signal and more importantly, leads to ISI problem. ISI is caused by time dispersion 

channel due to multipath propagation and it is unavoidable in the reality. This serious problem will 

cause wrong received signal and equipments incapable to communicate with each other, even leads to 

accident for underground workers. High data rate is widely used nowadays and there is no hesitate to 

apply technology guarantee the communication quality. 

           In this thesis, Ray tracing method has been applied to simulate the electromagnetic waves 

transmitted in the designed tunnels. The designed tunnels with two different passages are exactly the 

same size as the real ones to make sure there is no error. Power delay profile and RMS delay spread of 

433 MHz, 1890 MHz and 2450 MHz transmission frequencies have obtained. It turns out that time 

delay spread decreases with the frequency increase, and increases with the distance increases. The 

longer distance makes signal through more reflections and attenuations on the walls and roofs, as there 

is no wall on the back, the delay is not small value. 

          From the measurement results of both LOS and NLOS, all the multipath components arrived in 

an interval below 50 ns for LOS and an interval no more than 100 ns for NLOS. NLOS time delay 

spread is larger than LOS time delay spread, as there is more reflections on the obstacle, the arriving 

time will be longer on the receiver side, another reason is because the walls and roofs absorb more 

power and attenuate more signal power. 

         Continuing a MATLAB simulation over the communication of the channel, randomly generated 

bits are modulated to BPSK and QPSK symbols. Time dispersion channel is characterized as a discrete 

complex channel vector with 25 different power and phase components. Each vectors according to the 

multipath component with the same the time delay between them, so as the same transmitted symbols. 

AWGN channel is added to the channel in order to see the relation between BER and     . The 

upsampling is applied to before equalization for two different modulation schemes. However, QPSK 

carries more information. So QPSK modulation is chosen and based on upsampling equals to four, the 

equalization is applied. With equalization, the BER curve gets more and closer to the ideal BER 

performance. This means that adaptive equalization compensates the channel distortion, and provides 
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flat frequency response and linear phase response.  The adaptive equalizer is approved to have the 

most effective performance to adapt the filter coefficients to frequency selective fading channel. 

             As the combined channel and equalizer provides all pass filter, the received signal will be 

almost the same as the transmitted symbols. It is necessary to consider the adaptive equalizer property 

and compare different equalizers performance. No matter what kind of algorithm is used, the main 

goal is to adapt the weight coefficient to the optimum coefficient, and minimize the average squared 

error. The RLS algorithm and LMS algorithm are both effective to combat ISI, but the difference lies 

in the adapting part.  

           LMS offers the simplest and most easily algorithm process, where RLS represented increased 

complexity, computational cost algorithm. On the contrast, RLS approach gives faster convergence 

and smaller errors with respect to the unknown system at the cost of more computation procedures. 

This advantage is lost when      is too low. So it is kind of first choice in the high      case. The 

RLS algorithm convergence rate is twice of the equalizer length. 

          The LMS step size upper bound theory determines how to choose step size. Bit error increases 

linearly as the step size increase from zero to upper bound. As for too small step size, the convergence 

rate is slow. There is tradeoff between convergence rate and minimum mean squared error, so the half 

of the upper bound is chosen to be the optimum value. 

         The RLS forgetting factor is a kind of exponential factor to determine how to deal with old data. 

The larger the factor value, the more equalizer memorize the previous data. Comparatively, LMS 

algorithm only considers current sample point. As the squared errors are recursively decrease with the 

iteration numbers, forgetting factor enables the weight vectors converges faster to the optimum values. 

  

4.2 Discussions  

        There are some recommendations for future investigation of the channel modeling and 

equalization in the underground tunnels: 

 

1. The Ray tracing simulation results can be closer to the real measurement carried out in 

the tunnel. This is might due to the material design of the walls and roofs in the 

simulation. The rough wall and roof surfaces should also be considered in the tunnel 

structure design. The material coefficients might have to closer to the real environment. 

 

2.  More investigations about the communication between mobile station and fixed 

transmitter should be studied instead of fixed transmitter and receiver. As in the 

tunnels, Bluetooth and WLAN have been used for radio communications. It requires 

high communication quality for the workers. If the workers moving in a fast speed, it 
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is hard for the detection of the signals on the ground. As Doppler delay spread channel 

depends on the moving speed of the mobile. Rayleigh distribution and Rician 

distribution can be analyzed to characterize the channel and equalization can be used. 

 

3. Even though the LMS algorithm performs slow convergence than the RLS algorithm, 

it can be possible to use Normalized LMS algorithm (NLMS) to adapt the equalizer 

coefficients. The NLMS is an advanced version of LMS algorithm to improve the 

convergence rate as the step size chose from zero to two, the upper bound of step size 

is replace by the normalized signal power. The NLMS algorithm improves the BER 

and reduces more errors than the LMS algorithm.  
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Appendix A 

 
M file 

 

RMS delay spread simulation 

 
clear  
%%Tunnel narrow LoS for x grid-------------------- 
file= 'narrow 1890MHz 12m NLOS.txt';    
PathComponents=25+1; %number of components in the simulations + 1 
fid = fopen(file, 'r');   %open the file scan the file and separate in 3 

rows,  
                          %changing the every jump of the line, put -Inf in 

the Empty 
                          %Value. 
a=textscan(fid, '%f %f %f', 'delimiter', '/n','EmptyValue', -Inf); 
fclose('all')  
d1=a{2}; 
d2=a{3};   
L=ceil(length(d1)/PathComponents); 
for i=0:L-1    
    frqsAux{i+1}=d1((2+PathComponents*i):PathComponents*(i+1));       
    pksAux{i+1}=d2((2+PathComponents*i):PathComponents*(i+1)); 

  
end 

           
for j=1:L 
    pks=pksAux{j}; 
    frqs=frqsAux{j}; 
    leng=length(pks); 
    pks=db2pow(pks); %convert dB to lineal 
    pks=pks/max(pks); %normalize the power 
    MeanExcessAux=0; 
    RMSDelayAux=0; 
       for i= 1: leng 
           MeanExcessAux=MeanExcessAux+(pks(i))*frqs(i); 
           RMSDelayAux=RMSDelayAux+(pks(i))*(frqs(i).^2); 
       end 
    TotalPower=sum(pks); 
    MeanExcess1=MeanExcessAux/TotalPower; 
    RMSDelayAux2=RMSDelayAux/TotalPower; 
    MeanExcess=MeanExcessAux/TotalPower; 
    RMSDelaySimulation=sqrt(RMSDelayAux2-(MeanExcess1).^2); 
end 

  
stem(frqs*1e9,pks) 
xlabel('t(ns)','FontSize',12) 
ylabel('normalized power','FontSize',12) 

 

 

3-Dimension RMS delay simulation 

 
%function [ RMSDelayMatrix ] = Plot3DRMS( char(file), numLines ) 
clear all 
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clc 
%%Tunnel narrow LoS for xy grid 
file= 'narrow 1890MHz all grid.txt';    
numLines= 7;  %number of lines of the recceivers grid      
PathComponents=25+1; %number of components in the simulations + 1 
xdimen=55; %dimension of the grid  
ydimen=4; %dimension of the grid 

 
fid = fopen(file, 'r');   %open the file 
       % scan the file and separate in 3 rows, changing the every jump of 
       % the line, put -Inf in the Empty Value. 
a=textscan(fid, '%f %f %f', 'delimiter', '/n','EmptyValue', -Inf); 
fclose('all')   
d1=a{2}; 
d2=a{3};   
L=ceil(length(d1)/PathComponents); 
for i=0:L-1    
    frqsAux{i+1}=d1((2+PathComponents*i):PathComponents*(i+1));       
    pksAux{i+1}=d2((2+PathComponents*i):PathComponents*(i+1)); 

  
end 

  
%%%----calculations of the RMSDelays-------%%% 
for j=1:L 
    pks=pksAux{j}; 
    frqs=frqsAux{j}; 
    leng=length(pks); 
    pks=db2pow(pks); %convert dB to lineal 
    pks=pks/max(pks); %normalize the power 
    for i=2:leng            
        frqs(i)=frqs(i)-frqs(1); 
    end 
    frqs(1)= 0; 
    MeanExcessAux=0; 
    RMSDelayAux=0; 
    for i= 1: leng 
        MeanExcessAux=MeanExcessAux+(pks(i))*frqs(i); 
        RMSDelayAux=RMSDelayAux+(pks(i))*(frqs(i).^2); 
    end 
TotalPower=sum(pks); 
MeanExcess1=MeanExcessAux/TotalPower; 
RMSDelayAux2=RMSDelayAux/TotalPower; 
MeanExcess=MeanExcessAux/TotalPower; 
RMSDelaySimulation=sqrt(RMSDelayAux2-(MeanExcess1).^2); 
RMSDelay(j)= RMSDelaySimulation; 
end 

      
for i=1:numLines %distribute the RMS delay values correctly in a matrix 
    for j=1:(L/numLines) 
    RMSDelayMatrix(i,j)=RMSDelay((L/numLines)*(i-1)+j); 
    end 
end 

 
MinAllPoints=max(min(RMSDelayMatrix));  
MeanAllPoints=mean(mean(RMSDelayMatrix)); 
MaxAllPoints=max(max(RMSDelayMatrix)); 
RMSDelayMatrix=RMSDelayMatrix*1e9; % to convert in nano seconds 
[Y,B] = resample(RMSDelayMatrix,5,1); %(in Y axe) its like interpolation 
RMSDelayMatrix=Y';  
[Y,B] = resample(RMSDelayMatrix,2,1); %(in X axe) its like interpolation 
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RMSDelayMatrix=Y';  

   
[m,n] = size(RMSDelayMatrix); 

    
% To scalate the dimensions of the ploted matrix with the real 
% dimensions --> xdimen 
x=3:(xdimen-1)/(n-1):xdimen+2; 
y=0:(ydimen-1)/(m-1):ydimen-1; 
MaxAllPoints2=max(max(RMSDelayMatrix)); 
figure 
surf(x,y,RMSDelayMatrix) 
xlabel('X [m]','FontSize',13)  
ylabel('Y [m]','FontSize',13)  
zlabel('RMS Delay [ns]','FontSize',13) 
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Appendix B 

%%%%%Channel equalization simulation----------------------- 

 

Part 1: Upsampling part 

 

%%%% upsampling of QPSK modulation %%%% 
clear all 
clc 
%%%define energy bit to noise ratio range%%%%% 
EbNodB=0:8; 
Leb=length(EbNodB); 
NumErr=25; 
NumBit=1e5;%%%% number of transmitted bits%% 
b=2;%%% transmit two bits per symbol%% 
Ms=4;%%upsampling factor=4%% 
BERt=zeros(Leb,1);%%initialization of bit error rate%%% 
BERtt=BERt; 
BERttt=BERt; 
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10);%%convert dB to linear%% 

  
%%%insert channel%% 
pks=[-121 -121.5 -122.8 -123.5 -124.2 -124.3 -124.4 -124.6 -125.1 -126 -

126.8 -127.2 -127.3 -127.8 -128.03 -128.05 -128.07 -128.09 -128.4 -128.6 -

128.9 -129.1 -129.2 -129.3 -129.5];% the received power arrays in dB 
pks=db2pow(pks);%convert dB to linear 
pks=pks/max(pks);%normalize the power  
phase=[0 45 186 143 63 235 199 307 304 271 225 192 3 355 195 4 10 62 323 

233 32 272 34 159 269]; 
phase=(phase.*pi)/180; 
A=cos(phase); 
B=sin(phase); 
chan=A.*pks+B.*pks.*1i;%%channel coeffients%% 

  
%%%%loops for running bit error rate after upsampling%%% 
for k=1:Leb 
    NumIter =0;%%% initialization of number of iteration times 
    ne = 0;%%%initialization of number of errors 
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 
        %%%%%% Generating transmision message%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2);%%%generate random bits%%% 
        BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
        BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end);%%% I and Q phase bits mapping 
        QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1));%% bits to symbol mapping 
        QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5);  
        sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms);%%upsampling 

        
        %%%% generate noise part%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2);%SPow=mean(abs(QPSKsym).^2); 
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = 

(randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

         
        %%%%%%channel and AWGN part%%%%%%% 
        filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u);%%% filter message in the channel%% 
        sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 
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        QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms);%%%downsampling  

         
        %%%%%%%symbol to bits mapping%%%%%%% 
        BitsRec_I = (real(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 
        BitsRec_Q = (imag(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 
        BitsRec(1:2:end) = BitsRec_I; 
        BitsRec(2:2:end) = BitsRec_Q; 

         
        %%%%%%% calculating BER %%%%%% 
        neblock = biterr(Bits,BitsRec); 
        ne = ne + neblock; 
    end 
    BERt(k) = ne / (NumIter * NumBit);   
end 
%%%%%%% 
Ms=10;%%%% change upsampling factor to 10, following codes are 

replication%%% 
for k=1:Leb 
    NumIter =0; 
    ne = 0; 
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
        BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
        BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
        QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
        QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5); 

  
        sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 

        
        SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 

         
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = 

(randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

         
        filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
        sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 

         
        QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

                 
        BitsRec_I = (real(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 
        BitsRec_Q = (imag(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 

         
        BitsRec(1:2:end) = BitsRec_I; 
        BitsRec(2:2:end) = BitsRec_Q; 
        neblock = biterr(Bits,BitsRec); 
        ne = ne + neblock; 
    end 
    BERtt(k) = ne / (NumIter * NumBit); 

    
end 
Ms=25;%%%%%%%change upsampling to 25%% 
for k=1:Leb 
    NumIter =0; 
    ne = 0; 
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
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        BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
        BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
        QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
        QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5); %SPow=mean(abs(QPSKsym).^2); 

  
        sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 

        
        SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 

         
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = 

(randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

         
        filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
        sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 

         
        QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

                 
        BitsRec_I = (real(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 
        BitsRec_Q = (imag(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 

         
        BitsRec(1:2:end) = BitsRec_I; 
        BitsRec(2:2:end) = BitsRec_Q; 
        neblock = biterr(Bits,BitsRec); 
        ne = ne + neblock; 
    end 
    BERttt(k) = ne / (NumIter * NumBit); 

    
end 

  
BERteo = erfc(sqrt(EbNolin))/2;%%%%theoretical BER 

  
figure 
semilogy(EbNodB,[BERt BERtt BERttt BERteo.'],'Linewidth',2) 
grid 
xlabel('EbNo(dB)','fontsize',12) 
ylabel('BER','fontsize',12) 
legend('upsampling factor=4','upsampling factor=10','upsampling 

factor=25','theoretical') 

 

 

%% Upsampling of BPSK modulation%%%% 

 
clear all 
clc 
EbNodB=0:8; 
Leb=length(EbNodB); 
NumErr=10; 
NumBit=1e5;  
b=1;%%%% transmit one bit per symbol%%  
Ms=4;%%%upsampling factor=4 
BER=zeros(Leb,1); 
BERch=BER; 
BERchh=BER; 
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10); 

  
%%%%%insert channel%%% 
pks=[-121 -121.5 -122.8 -123.5 -124.2 -124.3 -124.4 -124.6 -125.1 -126 -
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126.8 -127.2 -127.3 -127.8 -128.03 -128.05 -128.07 -128.09 -128.4 -128.6 -

128.9 -129.1 -129.2 -129.3 -129.5];% the received power arrays in dB 
pks=db2pow(pks);%convert dB to linear 
pks=pks/max(pks);%normalize the power  
phase=[0 45 186 143 63 235 199 307 304 271 225 192 3 355 195 4 10 62 323 

233 32 272 34 159 269]; 
phase=(phase.*pi)/180; 
A=cos(phase); 
B=sin(phase); 
chan=A.*pks+B.*pks.*1i; 

  
for k=1:Leb 
    NumIter =0; 
    ne=0;   
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
        BPSKsym = Bits *2 -1; 

         
        BPSKsymm= upsample(BPSKsym,Ms); 

         
        SPow = mean(abs(BPSKsymm).^2); 
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(2*EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = randn(size(BPSKsymm))*sqrt(NPow); 

       
        filtch=filter(chan,1,BPSKsymm); 
        BPSKch=filtch+noise; 

         
        BPSKchr=downsample(BPSKch,Ms); 
        Bitsch=(BPSKchr>0)*1; 
        nech=biterr(Bits,Bitsch); 
        ne=ne+nech; 

                          
    end 

     
    BER(k) = ne/ (NumIter * NumBit); 
end 

  
Ms=10;%%%%%%%upsampling factor=10 
for k=1:Leb 
    NumIter =0; 
    ne=0;   
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
        BPSKsym = Bits *2 -1; 

         
        BPSKsymm= upsample(BPSKsym,Ms); 

         
        SPow = mean(abs(BPSKsymm).^2); 
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(2*EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = randn(size(BPSKsymm))*sqrt(NPow); 

       
        filtch=filter(chan,1,BPSKsymm); 
        BPSKch=filtch+noise; 

         
        BPSKchr=downsample(BPSKch,Ms); 
        Bitsch=(BPSKchr>0)*1; 
        nech=biterr(Bits,Bitsch); 
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        ne=ne+nech; 

                          
    end 

     
    BERch(k) = ne/ (NumIter * NumBit); 
end 
Ms=25;%%%%%upsampling factor=25 
for k=1:Leb 
    NumIter =0; 
    ne=0;   
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
        BPSKsym = Bits *2 -1; 

         
        BPSKsymm= upsample(BPSKsym,Ms); 

         
        SPow = mean(abs(BPSKsymm).^2); 
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(2*EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = randn(size(BPSKsymm))*sqrt(NPow); 

       
        filtch=filter(chan,1,BPSKsymm); 
        BPSKch=filtch+noise; 

         
        BPSKchr=downsample(BPSKch,Ms); 
        Bitsch=(BPSKchr>0)*1; 
        nech=biterr(Bits,Bitsch); 
        ne=ne+nech; 

                          
    end 

     
    BERchh(k) = ne/ (NumIter * NumBit); 
end 
BERteo = erfc(sqrt(EbNolin))/2; 

  

  
figure 
semilogy(EbNodB,[BER BERch BERchh  BERteo.'],'Linewidth',2) 
grid on 
xlabel('EbNo(dB)','fontsize',12) 
ylabel('BER','fontsize',12) 
legend('upsampling factor=4','upsampling factor=10','upsampling 

factor=25','theoretical') 

 

 

Part 2 Channel equalization 

 

%%%%%%Based on QPSK modulation, upsampling factor=4, using RLS algorithm%%%% 
clear all 
clc 
EbNodB=0:8; 
Leb=length(EbNodB); 
NumErr=25; 
NumBit=1e5; 
ntr=0.5*NumBit;%%%number of symbols 
b=2;  
Ms=4;%%%%upsampling=4%% 
%%% BER initialization%%% 
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BERn=zeros(Leb,1); 
BER=zeros(Leb,1); 
BEReq=zeros(Leb,1); 

  
%%%channel part%% 
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10); 
pks=[-121 -121.5 -122.8 -123.5 -124.2 -124.3 -124.4 -124.6 -125.1 -126 -

126.8 -127.2 -127.3 -127.8 -128.03 -128.05 -128.07 -128.09 -128.4 -128.6 -

128.9 -129.1 -129.2 -129.3 -129.5];% the received power arrays in dB 
pks=db2pow(pks);%convert dB to linear 
pks=pks/max(pks);%normalize the power  
phase=[0 45 186 143 63 235 199 307 304 271 225 192 3 355 195 4 10 62 323 

233 32 272 34 159 269]; 
phase=(phase.*pi)/180; 
A=cos(phase); 
B=sin(phase); 
chan=A.*pks+B.*pks.*1i; 

  
for k=1:Leb 

  
    NumIter =0; 

     
    ne = 0; 
    ne_sim=0; 
    ne_eq=0; 
    while ne<NumErr 
        NumIter = NumIter +1; 

         
        %%%% generate transmission message%%% 
        Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
        BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
        BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
        QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
        QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5);  

       
        sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 

  
        %% generate AWGN, and only the noise is considered %%%% 
        SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 
        NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin(k)*b); 
        noise = 

(randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

         
        sym_n=sym_u+noise; 
        sym_n=downsample(sym_n,Ms); 
        bitn_I = (real(sym_n) > 0)*1; 
        bitn_Q = (imag(sym_n) > 0)*1; 

         
        bitn(1:2:end) = bitn_I; 
        bitn(2:2:end) = bitn_Q; 
        nebitn = biterr(Bits,bitn); 
        ne = ne + nebitn; 
       %%%%%%% both the channel effect and noise part are considered%%%   
        filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
        sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 
        QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

         
        BitsRec_I = (real(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 
        BitsRec_Q = (imag(QPSKrec) > 0)*1; 
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        BitsRec(1:2:end) = BitsRec_I; 
        BitsRec(2:2:end) = BitsRec_Q; 
        neblock = biterr(Bits,BitsRec); 
        ne_sim = ne_sim + neblock; 
        %%%%%%% based on the channel and noise, using, equalization%% 
        %%% generate traning singal%%%%% 
        d = [zeros(25,1);QPSKsym(1:ntr-25)]; 
        d_I = (real(d) > 0)*1; 
        d_Q = (imag(d) > 0)*1; 
        d_bit(1:2:end) = d_I; 
        d_bit(2:2:end) = d_Q; 

         
        %%% generate equalizer object%%% 
        P0 =100*eye(35);%%%% the filter length is 35 
        lam = 0.99;%% forgetting factor 
        h = adaptfilt.rls(35,lam,P0); 
        [y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec,d);%%%filter the equalization and desired 

         
        eq_I = (real(y) > 0)*1; 
        eq_Q = (imag(y) > 0)*1; 
        eq(1:2:end) = eq_I; 
        eq(2:2:end) = eq_Q; 
        neeq = biterr(d_bit,eq); 
        neeq = ne_eq + neeq; 
    end 
    BERn(k)=ne/ (NumIter * NumBit);%%simulated AWGN, BER 
    BER(k) = ne_sim / (NumIter * NumBit);%%simulated channel and AWGN 
    BEReq(k)=neeq/ (NumIter * NumBit);%%%after equalization%% 

   
end 

  
BERteo = erfc(sqrt(EbNolin))/2; 

  
figure 
semilogy(EbNodB,[BERn BER BEReq BERteo.'],'Linewidth',2) 
grid on 
xlabel('EbNo(dB)','fontsize',12) 
ylabel('BER','fontsize',12) 
legend('simulated AWGN','simulated channel and noise','after 

equalization','theoretical') 

 

 

 

%%%%%Using LMS algorithm, only the equalization object is changed%%%%%% 

 
m=0.015;%%% step size  
h = adaptfilt.lms(35,m);%%%weight number is 35 
[y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec,d); 

 

 

 

%%%%Using RLS algorithm, EbNo equals to 4dB, 6dB and 8dB respectively%%% 
clear all 
clc 
NumBit=1e5; 
ntr=0.5*NumBit; 
b=2;  
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Ms=4; 

  
pks=[-121 -121.5 -122.8 -123.5 -124.2 -124.3 -124.4 -124.6 -125.1 -126 -

126.8 -127.2 -127.3 -127.8 -128.03 -128.05 -128.07 -128.09 -128.4 -128.6 -

128.9 -129.1 -129.2 -129.3 -129.5];% the received power arrays in dB 
pks=db2pow(pks);%convert dB to linear 
pks=pks/max(pks);%normalize the power  
phase=[0 45 186 143 63 235 199 307 304 271 225 192 3 355 195 4 10 62 323 

233 32 272 34 159 269]; 

  
phase=(phase.*pi)/180; 
A=cos(phase); 
B=sin(phase); 
chan=A.*pks+B.*pks.*1i; 

  
EbNodB=4; 
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10); 
lam=0.85:0.01:1;%%%%%forgetting factor range 
lelam=length(lam); 
ber_lam=zeros(lelam,1);%%%%initialization of BER when EbNo=4%% 
ber_lamm=ber_lam;%%%initialization of BER when EbNo=6%% 
ber_lammm=ber_lam;%%initialization of BER when EbNo=8%% 
for jj=1:length(lam);      
Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5);  
sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 

  
    SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 
    NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin*b); 
    noise = (randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

            
    filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
    sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 
    QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

     
        %%%%%%%%%% 
        d = [zeros(25,1);QPSKsym(1:ntr-25)]; 
        d_I = (real(d) > 0)*1; 
        d_Q = (imag(d) > 0)*1; 

         
        d_bit(1:2:end) = d_I; 
        d_bit(2:2:end) = d_Q; 

         
        P0 =100*eye(35); 

       
        h = adaptfilt.rls(35,lam(jj),P0); 
        [y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec,d); 

         
        eq_I = (real(y) > 0)*1; 
        eq_Q = (imag(y) > 0)*1; 

         
        eq(1:2:end) = eq_I; 
        eq(2:2:end) = eq_Q; 
        ne= biterr(d_bit,eq); 

       
    ber_lam(jj)=ne/ NumBit;     
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end 

  

  
EbNodB=6; 
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10); 

  
for jj=1:length(lam);      
Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5);  
sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 

  
    SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 
    NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin*b); 
    noise = (randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

            
    filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
    sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 
    QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

     
        %%%%%%%%%% 
        d = [zeros(25,1);QPSKsym(1:ntr-25)]; 
        d_I = (real(d) > 0)*1; 
        d_Q = (imag(d) > 0)*1; 

         
        d_bit(1:2:end) = d_I; 
        d_bit(2:2:end) = d_Q; 

         
        P0 =100*eye(35); 

       
        h = adaptfilt.rls(35,lam(jj),P0); 
        [y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec,d); 

         
        eq_I = (real(y) > 0)*1; 
        eq_Q = (imag(y) > 0)*1; 

         
        eq(1:2:end) = eq_I; 
        eq(2:2:end) = eq_Q; 
        ne= biterr(d_bit,eq); 

       
    ber_lamm(jj)=ne/ NumBit;     

         
end 

  
EbNodB=8; 
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10); 

  
for jj=1:length(lam);      
Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5);  
sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 
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    SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 
    NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin*b); 
    noise = (randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 

            
    filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
    sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 
    QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

     
        %%%%%%%%%% 
        d = [zeros(25,1);QPSKsym(1:ntr-25)]; 
        d_I = (real(d) > 0)*1; 
        d_Q = (imag(d) > 0)*1; 

         
        d_bit(1:2:end) = d_I; 
        d_bit(2:2:end) = d_Q; 

         
        P0 =100*eye(35); 

       
        h = adaptfilt.rls(35,lam(jj),P0); 
        [y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec,d); 

         
        eq_I = (real(y) > 0)*1; 
        eq_Q = (imag(y) > 0)*1; 

         
        eq(1:2:end) = eq_I; 
        eq(2:2:end) = eq_Q; 
        ne= biterr(d_bit,eq); 

       
    ber_lammm(jj)=ne/ NumBit;     

         
end 

  
figure 
semilogy(lam,[ber_lam ber_lamm ber_lammm],'Linewidth',2) 
grid on 
xlabel('forget factor','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('BER','fontsize',12) 
legend('EbNo=4','EbNo=6','EbNo=8'); 

 

 

%%%Using LMS algorithm, step size is defined as a range of values. EbNo equals to 4dB, 6 

dB and 8dB respectively%% 

 
m=0.001:0.001:0.05; 
ber_m=zeros(length(m),1); 
ber_mm=zeros(length(m),1); 
ber_thm=zeros(length(m),1); 

 

 
h = adaptfilt.lms(35,m(kk)); 
[y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec,d); 

 

 

%%%weight number is defined as a range of values%% 

 
w=1:(26+15);% weight factor of equalizer 
lew=length(w); 
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ber_w=zeros(lew,1); 
ber_ww=ber_w; 

 
figure 
semilogy(w,[ber_w ber_ww],'Linewidth',2) 
grid on 
xlabel('weight number','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('BER','fontsize',12) 
legend('EbNo=8dB','EbNo=14dB'); 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%% Compare the convergence rate of RLS and LMS algorithm%%% 
clear all 
clc 
EbNodB=30; 
NumBit=1e5; 
ntr=0.5*NumBit; 

  
d_bit=zeros(NumBit,1); 
eq=zeros(NumBit,1); 

  
b=2;  
Ms=4; 

  
EbNolin = 10.^(EbNodB/10); 
pks=[-121 -121.5 -122.8 -123.5 -124.2 -124.3 -124.4 -124.6 -125.1 -126 -

126.8 -127.2 -127.3 -127.8 -128.03 -128.05 -128.07 -128.09 -128.4 -128.6 -

128.9 -129.1 -129.2 -129.3 -129.5];% the received power arrays in dB 
pks=db2pow(pks);%convert dB to linear 
pks=pks/max(pks);%normalize the power  
phase=[0 45 186 143 63 235 199 307 304 271 225 192 3 355 195 4 10 62 323 

233 32 272 34 159 269]; 

  
phase=(phase.*pi)/180; 
A=cos(phase); 
B=sin(phase); 
chan=A.*pks+B.*pks.*1i; 

  
Bits = randint(NumBit,1,2); 
BitsI = Bits(1:2:end); 
BitsQ = Bits(2:2:end); 
QPSKsym = ((BitsI*2-1) + 1i*(BitsQ*2-1)); 
QPSKsym = QPSKsym * sqrt(.5);  
sym_u = upsample(QPSKsym,Ms); 
SPow = mean(abs(sym_u).^2); 
NPow = SPow * Ms /(EbNolin*b); 
noise = (randn(size(sym_u))+1i*randn(size(sym_u)))*sqrt(.5)*sqrt(NPow); 
filtmsg=filter(chan,1,sym_u); 
sym_rec = filtmsg + noise; 
QPSKrec = downsample(sym_rec,Ms); 

  
d = [zeros(10,1);QPSKsym(1:ntr-10)]; 
d_I = (real(d) > 0)*1; 
d_Q = (imag(d) > 0)*1; 

         
d_bit(1:2:end) = d_I; 
d_bit(2:2:end) = d_Q; 

         
ntrain = 1:2000; 
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m=0.015; 
h = adaptfilt.lms(35,m); 
[y,e] = filter(h,QPSKrec(ntrain),d(ntrain)); 
mse=abs(e(ntrain).^2); 

  
P0 =100*eye(35); 
lam = 0.99; 
hh = adaptfilt.rls(35,lam,P0); 
[yy,ee] = filter(hh,QPSKrec,d); 
MSE=abs(ee(ntrain).^2); 
semilogy(ntrain,[mse MSE],'Linewidth',2) %%%learning curve 
xlabel('Number of iterations','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('|e[n]|^2','fontsize',12) 
legend('LMS algorithm','RLS algorithm') 
set(gcf, 'Color', [1 1 1]) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                              


